
Born New York, 1933. Studied Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont, Pratt Institute, New
York, Manhattan School of Printing, New York.
1959-60 large canvas “Mother” using massiveblow-ups and enlargements; 1960 series of canvases using silkscreen, direct photographic
emulsion and chemical transfers; 1961 and 1962environmental printed works on plastic; one
such work was constructed at East Hampton,summer 1962. In autumn and winter of 1962,
active in starting the Fluxus Movement in Europe;concentrated on performance aspects of herwork. Directed her own Happenings and performed in those of William Meyer, Dick Higgins,Emmet Williams, George Brecht, Nam June Paik,Al Hansen, Robert Watts and Allan Kaprow.1964 began “The ‘T’ Dictionary” and “The BigBook.” Lives in New York City. One-man exhibitions: Nonagon Gallery, New York, 1958;
Judson Gallery, New York, 1962; Phase II Gallery, Toronto, 1967. Group exhibitions: “4 En
vironments” (with Higgins, Koepcke, Vostell),
Studio Spichernstrasse 28, Cologne, 1963;
“Scissors Bros. Warehouse” (with George
Brecht and Robert Watts), Rolf Nelson Gallery,
Los Angeles, 1963; Fluxhall, New York, 1964;
“The Arts in Fusion,” Philadelphia Museum of
Art, 1966; “Object Poems” and “Intermedia,”
Something Else Gallery, New York, 1966; “Arty
pa,” Stedelijk van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven,
1967. Performances of Alison Knowles’ works
at Fluxus Festivals, Wiesbaden, Copenhagen,Paris, Düsseldorf, Stockholm, New York, 1962-64; Yam Festival, New York, 1963; Douglas College Happenings and Events Festival, New
Brunswick, N.J., 1963; Monday Night Letter
Series. Cafe a Go Go, New York, 1964-65.

The Big Book is not a product, but a process, and
the person using the Book must accept himself
as part of the process, discarding enough re
serve to bend over and enter the Book—flexing,
flowing, discarding stances. The Big Book can
not be known without being entered, and it
cannot be entered without being modified—so
that getting to know it alters it, even as it alters
us, and there can be no one interpretation.
So down on hands and knees then, and through
the cover, on through a hole burned in a vinyl
page, and down onto belly to crawl through a
tunnel in a wall of artificial grass and water, a
realm of pleasingly overt artifice. After wiggling
through the tunnel, one enters the apartment, an
illusionless reality, a world without artifice, the
unpretentious Manhattan living-loft of the 1 950s
and ‘60s. This underworld, such as an epic hero
usually enters, presents the processes of life
nonchalantly, without varnish, and involves one
immediately. Everything seems useful here: easy
communications out of the book by a working
telephone, while the eggs are frying on the hot-
plate, or perhaps a glass of wine while we per
use the library under the window. One escapes
for a moment here, leaves the pages of the Book
to retreat and view the gallery of goats on page
four. These goats, originally screen printed on
newspaper by Alison Knowles, have been trans
formed by many artists and hang here, lighted
with black light and tungsten, rising above the
grass tunnel and forming pages three and four.
Back to the apartment, we may swing out the
baby chair and rest a moment before continuing
through the pages by climbing out the window
and up a short ladder. When the apartment was
felt to be sufficient, it ceased to be an under-
world and became a means toward elevation.
Descending the ladder with a jump, one passeseasily through the final opening, which is a silk
screen mounted to the eight foot page with crossbar and slip hinges. Others who read the Big
Book who take this journey through metaphors,will be on a different quest and will arrive at different goals, but necessarily while they are in
the Big Book they will be as mobile, kinetic, audial, visual, energetic, and beautiful as it is.

William S. Wilson
(Written for Decollage/6)
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aspirin, the stove, stool and cans of soup are themselves and cannotbe falsified. The reader can make a telephone call, eat, sleep oruse the toilet, but with a compression that makes the acts, howevergenuine, something of an imitation of life. While life in the ipartment is unpretentious, the compressed scale delineates everydomestic activity with so much care and awareness that it achievesthe radiance of ritual. This matter-of-fact world is tinged withartifice, and the apparent descent into the domestic is progressalong a continuum, for the apartment is on a level with everythingelse.
One exit front the apartment is through the window into thenext page, where a ladder offers a means of ascent. The ladder isexactly what it seems to be, but it stands on casters between twopages which are themselves on wheels, so the pages can roil oneway while the ladder rolls another. Elevation by means of theladder requires acceptance of these changing relationships, thisshifting balance. The ladder is an accurate and unsentinientaiimage of the conditions which must be accepted in order to mountany heights, whether they are erotic, esthetic or ethical.
The Big Book is a way of tlnnking, not with concepts, but withthings, words and images, about relation and about change. AlisonKnowles demonstrates in her work that to relate to something isto change it; to change something is to relate to it. if somethingis inert and unrelated, she introduces it to change; and if sonic-thing is dissipated in changes, she catches it in relationships.Changing is so much her way.of relating that finally the two concepts coincide: relating is changing.
Such change implies use, and use entails destruction, bitt thisdestruction can be controlled by the mutual respect necessary fora relation. So the vinyl is burned in a way that respects its properties, that makes it useful and that reveals its strength. The mostthat Alison Knowles will demand in good conduct at her events,in The Big Book, or in children’s play, is that “nobody gets hurt.’She doesn’t care if people read Tue Big Book from the front, theback or the side. This reversibility, in structure, anti this flexibility, in materials, are parallels of the flexibility, resilience andfreedom of a mind that does not seek to inipose relations on peopleor on things, but to tind the relation of reciprocal utility andrespect.
The test of utility in The Big Book is possibility: what increasespossibility and makes more combinations works, while what diminishes possibility or novel combinations does hot work. Thegiring of the materials is a clue to tin. gi ring of spirit det,ion—
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ALison KnowLes is a visual artist in New York City, known
for her soundworks, installations, performances, and pub
lications. In 2008, she performed Make a Salad at the
Tate Modern, London, and, in 2011, IdenticaL Lunch at the
Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Edmond Chibeau is a performancewriterforstage, screen,web, radio, and poetry bar. He believes we are Micro
chip Aboriginals living the Ur Civilization of the Digital
Age. The quantum space between zeros and ones of the
binary number system is an analogue of phonetic space.
In other words; the phonetic alphabet texts us. He teach
es scriptwriting at Eastern Connecticut State University.

Meghan DeltaCrosse is a writer, artist and art historyscholar. She has performed with Alison Knowles and considers that, and similar experiences, an extension of herresearch. Graduating from Maryland Institute Collegeof Art in 2006, she received her B.F.A. in Interdisciplina
ry Sculptural Studies and Art History. She is currentlycompleting her Master’s thesis on The Big Book at CUNYHunter College.

Dick Higgins (1 938-1 998) was a theorist, poet, composer, choreographer, performance artist, printmaker, film
maker, and publisher. He developed the term intermedia,
founded Something Else Press (1 963-1 974), operated theSomething Else Gallery (1 966-1 969), and founded Unpublished Editions (Printed Editions) in 1972. He was marriedtoAlison Knowles from 1960 to 1970, and again from 1984to 1998.

Hannah B Higgins is a Professor of Art History and writer
living near Chicago. Her books, Fluxus Experience (2002),
The Grid Book (2009) and Mainframe Experimentalism(2012, edited with Douglas Kahn), all explore the entwined topic of information and sensation in contemporaryculture. She is the daughter of Alison Knowles and DickHiggins and the twin sister of Jessica Higgins.

Jessica Higgins is an intermedia and performance artistliving in New York City and central Massachusetts. Following formative dance studies at Juilliard and Joffrey,
Higgins attended the Art Students League and Parsons
School of Design in New York City. Beginning in the late
1970s, Higgins has performed in New York, Massachusetts, Germany, Poland, Israel and Ireland. She is theExecutive Director of SWITCH, an experimental interme
dia television show broadcast monthly on public accesstelevision in Massachusetts and on Vimeo. She is thedaughter of Alison Knowles and Dick Higgins and the twin
sister of Hannah B Higgins.

Emmett Wi[Lams (1925-2007) was an American poet
and visual artist. He translated and reanecdoted DanielSpoerri’s Topographie Anecdotee du Hasard (An AnecdotedTopography of Chance), collaborated with Claes Oldenburgon Store Days, and edited An Anthology of Concrete Poetry,all published by the Something Else Press.

Bill Wilson is a writer and lecturer. He lectured on EvaHesse at the Jeu de Paume, Tate Modern, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and at the College ArtAssociation Meeting in New York. His novel, Birthplace:Moving into Nearness, was nominated for a Pen-FaulknerAward. His home was designated the Ray Johnson Archives by Ray Johnson who donated publications andinformation to the archive. He is the author of Why Don’tWrite Like Franz Kafka, and is currently writing a lifeand art of Ray Johnson and another of May Wilson.

George Quasha is an artist, poet, and musician workingacross mediums to explore a principle in common withinlanguage, sculpture, drawing, video, sound & music, installation, and performance. This principle, axiality, hedefines as “free-moving order, liminality, and precarious,
spontaneous configuration.” A Guggenheim Fellow in vi
deo art, his twenty-plus books include poetry, antholo
gies, and art criticism.




